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WHAT WILL THE HELSINKI AGREEMENT MEAN
FOR SOVIET SCIENTISTS AND HUMAN RIGHTS?

In the official Soviet view, the HelsinId Agreement The Agreement also notes thati

has no internaf implications about which outsiders (<all peopIes aIWyS have the right, in full free-
may complain. Its section on human rights is simply dom, to determine when and as they wish, their
a kind of agenda for future negotiation toward in- internal and external pofitical status . . .“
creasing contacts, solving problems of divided fami-
lies, etc. Moreover, this section does no more, in

The typical Soviet answer to these observations is

the oficial %wiet view, than codify those events that
to mind your own business. In tbe official view, tfimF

would take place in any case, in tbe normal course of
points are made aImost solely by enemies of detente.

detent% events that will not take pIace in its absence,
As one commentator put it, there are “really few

notwitbsfanding the Agreement. Thus this so-called
naive people” who are involved in the campaign to

,,ba~ket three~7 of the HeIsinki Agreement becomes! insist on basket three. It is felt that these ‘<modem

in the official view, simply a meaningless milestone
crusaders” can hardly be taken seriously. They are

on the road to nmklng detente “irreversible”.
instructed to observe how much there is to be done in

In fact, the HeIsinki Agreement declares the de-
their own country Watergate is often referred to.

termination of the participating states to do a number
The official view sees an acute stmggle in America

of things that are strictly internal and which could between the enemies and supporters of detente. It

not, in any case, be advanced by reciprocal agree- warns its countrymen to beware of provocation aimed

ment. For example, the states promise to: at inducing a retaliatory campaign on the part of the

“respect human rights and fundamental free-
socialist countries so as to unleash a noisy wrangle.

doms, including the freedom of thought, On the specifics of freedom of information, this
conscience, religion or belief, for all without
distinction . . .“

view asserts that the Soviet Union will comply with

<ontinued on page 2
“promote and encourage the effective exercise
of civil, political, economic, sociaI, cultural and Reviewed and Approved by the
other rights and freedoms . . .“. FAS National Council

MISSION TO MOSCOW: SUMMARY REFLECTIONS
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Helsinki but will not fling open the door for “anti-
Soviet subversive propaganda”.

One problem here is that the Soviet authorities
consider the Helsinkl Agreement conditioned and
limited, not only by Soviet Iaw, but by Soviet customs
and traditions. And these customs and tratiltions can
make the provisions related to internal affairs a com-
plete mdIily.

For example, a biologist, Sergei Adamovich Kova-
Iev, and a physicist, Andrei Nikolayevich Tverdo-
kblebov. wifI annarentIv soon be tried for diflerent. . .
versions of anti. Soviet slander (or agitation). The law
on such slander requires that their statements be false
and known to be false. We fear that no couri effort
wiO even be made to prove either condition. In fact,
the $64,000 question, “What is anti-Soviet?”, has
never been answered. Anti-Soviet slander is an unde-
fined phrase.

Both of these scientists came to the atiention of the
authorities because of their activities in defense of
human rights — advising others of their legal rights
under Soviet law; distributing factual (samizdat) ma-
teriaf on Soviet happening% or just serving on an
Amnesty Internatiomd Group in defense of human
rights in Yugoslavia, Spain and Ceylon!

Scientists engaged in such activities we truly our
brothers, functioning in the Soviet Union as FAS
does here, within tbe context of law, and in an effort
to improve the application of law. And is not their
cause the cause of detente as well? The Helsinki
Agreement observes

“The participating States recognize tie universal
significance of human rights and fundamental
freedoms, respect for whkh is an essentiaf factor
for tbe peace, justice and well being necessary to
ensure the development of friendly relations and
cooperation among themselves as among all
States . . .“

Furthermore, as we have noted before, the Soviet
Union cannot move forward without greater freedom
of expression, and without attention to proper appli-
cation of law. Surrounded as it is by states moving
forward much more rapidly, it is postiveIy dangerous
for this great Nation to continue forever to shield
itself from foreign influences by systematically dk
vorcing what is legally permissible from what is truly
permitt&d.

FhdIy, there are the few hundred Jewish scientists
caught up in the osciflationsof detente. FortJem the
vision of emigration, produced by detente, has sufficed
only to leave them stranded, witbout jobs and without
visas. The bizarre notions that they are “too valuable”
to the West to be permitted to leave, or that “Israel
bas not signed tbe Helsinki Agreement” reveal only
too clearly what they confront. Pressured to leave
tbeirlaboratories, andsubsequentIy blacklisted, tbere
is fittle hope of their recentering the Soviet scientific
world. And if they cannot function as Soviet scien-
tists, they must be allowed to leave. Scientists must
bavethe right to function as scientists; if Russia does
not want them because of tAeir temerity in asking for

permission to leave, then they should be permitted to
become scientists eIsewhere. In this way, we deduce
a result that the Helsinkl Agreement and the Uni-
versal Declaration of Human Rights deduce in other
ways.

As Andrei D. Sakharov put it in a statement to
FAS of November 8 (see page 7), scientists are the
least egoistic part of society. This, their sense of in-
ternational community with one another, and their
intellectual capacities, pIace upon them a special
obligation to help one another in the univerwd stmg-
gle to advance both human rights and the proper
application of science. We urge scientists everywhere
to join with us in discharging our obligations toward
our Soviet colleagues over the coming months and
years. D

ch.iYm.?L:PHILIFMORRISON
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Vice C7h.ivmm: JEROME D. FRANK

secretary: HERBEET SCOVILLE, JR.
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RELATING A JOURNEY WHEREIN SCIENTISTS REACH ACROSS THE BARRICADES
Moscow is eight time zones away. We had left Wash-

ington on Sunday at 5:30 p.m. and were touchhrg down
at 5:30 p.m. Moscow time on Monday — sleepy and
dkheveled. I watched the passport control officer atten-
tively. In due course, be reached under hk desk and
unobtmsively clanged something and, after a pause, did
so again, I saw approaching over my shoulder a heavy-
set plainclothes official to whom he gave a high-sign.
The official went off to converse with two others. We
had evidently arrived.

As we waited to pass through baggage customs, the
three officials conferred quietly, keeping us under sur-
veillance, moving away nervously when I stood near
them. The delay was extraordkrary — two hours to pass
twenty feet down a line — because all baggage was being
searched.

Directly in front of us, a customs official was examining
a newspaper his search had revealed, He asked its owner,
“Are you a Communist?” The affirmative answer dk-
couraged “Kim not one whh. He went on to searching a
wallet and even a pill box. The second most powerful
country in the world, 58 years after its Revolution, was
trembling lest the border be crossed by printed words.

Angling for a different customs officer availed us noth-
ing, Our baggage revealed at least thirty fiction paper-
backs in English, copies of the Helsinkl Agreement (in
Russian and English) and documents concerning that
Agreement. The officer looked unhappy. I explained the
purpose of our visit and the intention we bad of discussing
this very matter with Soviet officials. Would he like me
to show him letters describing this purpose? He would.
But someone outside my range of vision signaled him off.
We were released.

Moving to Intourist, we found it awaiting us expectantly
with an excellent car which, to our great pleasure, went
to our desired Hotel National. The room, similar to one
we had had on earlier visits, faced the square with the
best view in Moscow: the Kremlin, Red Square and the
Lenin Mausoleum. Depositing our bags, and despite the
late hour and the 20 hours of travel, we rushed off to
spend tbe evening with Russian friends until 1 a.m.

The Firxt Day

Up early, we made arrangements by telephone to visit
the Institute for the USA and to see its Director, Dr.
Georgi Arbatov later in the afternoon. Thereupon we
called and visited the home of the famous mathematician:
Ilya Iossifovich Pjatetsky-Shapiro. Dr. Pjatetsky-Shapiro
is a specialist on automorphic functions, number theory
and mathematical biology. He is a refusenik — one wbo
has been refused a visa. For requesting the right to emi-
grate to Israel, he lost his job and he now subsists on his
wife’s salary as a physician and his savings, L]ke all
scientific refuseniks, he has problems publishing his work.
Under Soviet law, even internal Soviet journals will not
consider articles without a letter from their author’s
superior indicating that tbe material is not secret and may
be printed. But no job means no superior to write such
a letter.

At one point, a mathematical superior bad tried sin-
cerely to get Pjatetsky-Shapiro another job at good pay
if somewhat lower academic status. But after Pjatetsky -
Shapiro had, as requested, filled out an application saying

he would accept the job, it had been promptly denied.
He was, he felt, too hot to handle. L]ke a “plasma”,
nothing could contain a refusenik. (I remembered bkick-
Iisting in the fifties for television performers; it sounded
much the same). Now he earns only 5 or 10 rubles a
month as a referee for mathematics reviews. (Rubles are
$1.38 at the official rate.)

After further discussion, we visited Professor Alexarr-
d.a Lerner. Lerner was the first senior scientist to

aPPIY to go to Israel. His phone was removed by authori.
ties — along with those of 30 others — at the time of
the Nixon visit to Moscow and never replaced. A jovial
man, with interests in cybernetics, he had, by accident,
been at the visa office one hour after tbe Helsinkl Agree-
ment had been signed. When he asked whether it would
improve the situation, they responded, “How can the situa-
tion be improved?”, implying that it was perfect. He felt
the Western officials must desire to be deceived in such
matters.

Nevertheless, he had written the visa office and said
that he was covered by Helsinki, being old and weak and
wanting to be reunited with his darrgbter wbo had earlier
been Dermitted to eo to Israel. Four weeks later, he bad
receiv~d a post car~ asking him to call the officials (they
could not call him since they had cut off Kk phone. )

-Continued on page 4

HOW THE TRIP WAS ARRANGED
FAS had promised its members for some time that

it would undertake an investigation of tbe situation
faced by Soviet scientists. The signing of the HeI-
sinki Agreement seemed to make the trip especially
timely.

My wife, Dr. B. J. Stone, and I simply applied for
tourist visas as we had done on past visitx. But we
wrote afso to the Soviet Embassy and to two Irrsti-
tutes advising them of our intention arrd asking the
Directors of the Institutes if they would see US.

These Directors knew us from past activities.
From 1966-1970, accompanied by my wife, I had
Iectrrred each year at one or both of these Institrrtes
on disarmament in general, and on Ore mrdesirabflity
of anti-balfistic missiles in particular. Some of these
visits were in conjunction with mathematical con-
ferwrces,otfrers were simply associated with torrrism.
In order to advance the trips, my wife had learned
quite serviceable Russian over those five years and
it was with her assistance that we managed to make
and keep so many appointments so qrrickfy and wiOr-
outgrrides on this visit. Shealso served as interpreter
for more than one of these conversations.

When Ore negotiations over Ore ABM had gotten
underway, these efforts to help advance Ore now
existing ABM treaty had seemed less necessag? we
had turned to other matters for our vacations. As a
result, this was our first visit to Moscow in five years.

The addresses and phone numbers of many of Ore
scientists with probIems were secured from the Com-
mittee of Concerned Scientists in New York City, 9
East 40tb Street, butothers were supplied bytfre So-
viet scierdists themselves. ❑
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Continued from page 3
The officials said simply that this letter had been dis-
cussed but the earlier order “reaffirmed”.

As a kind of Dean of refuseniks, Professor Lerner
knew of 600 families in his situation, containing about
3,000 or 4,000 people of which he felt about 25% were
scientists. He thought about 30,000 had left in 1974 and
about 15,000 in 1975. Discrimination against Jews is
slowly increasing.

He felt that scientists traveling to the USSR must speak
about the problem of refuseniks, remind the Russian scien-
tists of it, and if necessary, technological cooperation must
be impaired.

Our next stop was at the Steklov Institute office of
Corresponding Member Igor Shafarevich. The Soviet
National Academy of Sciences has about 250 full mem.
hers (Academicians) andabout another 400 Correspond.
ing Members, Thus to he a Corresponding Member is
somewhat more select than admission to our own National
Academy of Sciences (1,000 members) and is a very high
Soviet honor.

Human Rights Group I. Shafarevich

Professor Sharevich is not a refusenik and is not
Jewish. He is one of three scientists who are members
of the Human Rights Group in the Soviet Union. The
others are Andrei D. Sakharov and Gregory PodkapoIsky.
Professor Shafarevich is an impressive man of presence
and dignity, speaking several languages fluently. He
spoke to us with precision and incisiveness about Soviet
problems of human rights, and the problems in the prison
camps, One new problem he raised was the insistence of
the authorities on ideological education. Young people
had to assert their support of the ideological line under
the pressure of undermining their careers; it taught them
early a kind of two-facedness, They were not allowed to
parrot the line but were often asked, “But what do you
think?”, and so on.

Shafarevich spoke dispassionately of the problems
others faced. One man had attempted to publish a
journal, in each issue of which he noted that the journal
was non-political but only concerned cultural and social
matters. He was sent to prison. A Baptist leader had
actually lived underground for months at a time (ex-
tremely difficult in the Soviet Union) much as had early
Christians under the Remans; posters warned that he
was a “dangerous criminal”.

I asked why the Human Rights Group was so small;
was it si~ply the fear of being associated with such a
daring endeavor? Instead, he felt it was the doubt about
whether their method of working for proper application
of law would succeed, They were planting a seed. No
one could be sure what would really come of it.

At 3:30, we took a quick look for a Soviet mathema-
tician friend of ours also at Steklov (he was out of town)
and began tohead for the center of town and to the Insti-
tute for the USA. Arriving at 4:30, we had a useful off-
the-record conversation with Academician Arbatov on the
Helsinki AgreemenC he is the main published Soviet
authority on this subject and his article in Izvestia,
republished in excerpts in the New York Times, is the
most authoritative version of Soviet views.

We had lectured at this Institute on disarmament in
its first years and knew, or were known to, many of its
members. Afterwards, reexchanged views on SALT and

detente with the Deputy Director Dr. Shurkin and a re-
tired three-star General and political scientist, Dr.
Michael A. Milstein, who speaks excellent English and
was very well informed,

Dozing Through Dhner

Returning to the National Hotel in bitter cold, feeling
great exhaustion, we dozed through an excellent meal in
the restaurant marred somewhat by having to watch
soldlers on the Square freezing as they practiced for the
November 7 parade commemorating the 58th anniversary
of the Revolution. We collapsed into bed feeling that
the first day had been well spent. (Visitors to Moscow
will appreciate how dhlicult it is to arrange and carry
out four visits in one day and we were feeling the strain
of the recent travel. )

Arranging our visit to the Institute for World Eco-
nomics and International Relations (IMEMO) took
longe~ itsDirector,A cademicianN.N. Innezemtsov, had
agreed with Arbatov that the Deputy Director at lMEMO
would arrange a meeting for us. But everyone was very

busy because of the coming holidays.
We stopped in at the Embassy to see what it knew

about the Helsinkl Agreement and got a useful press
clipping from a political officer, The science officials had
only very out-dated lists of the Soviet Academy officials,
however, containing names of persons Iknew to be dead
(e.g. Artsimovich). We had just time, we felt, to visit
the Soviet Academy headquarters and leave some material
on disarmament (FAS publications) for Academician
Markov, who has become the leader of the Academy’s
disarmament group. (When I had submitted a paper to
the 1973 Pugwash Conference [Finland] arguing that
detente would produce problems of scientific cooperation,
he had ordered the Soviet delegation, in effect, to “cool
it” in responding to me. See FAS Public Interest Report,
September, 1973. )

At IMEMO, we advised a small group of experts on
American affairs of FAS ideas in the disarmament field.
But realizing that they might not know of the cases that
motivated FAS concern for Soviet scientists, I sketched
the cases of Kovelav, Tverdeklebov and Plyusch.

On Thursday. a semi-official holiday before tbe Novem-
ber 7 celebration, B. J. shopped in the rooming. .SVe
spent the afternoon with Roy Medvedev. Trained as a
philosopher and historian, he is best known forhk work
on Stalin, (Let History Judge, Knopf, 1971) and on the
Soviet Union (On Socialist Democracy, Knopf, 1975).
Roy is the twin brother of Zhores Medvedev, the
gerontologist and biochemist who had been imprisoned
in a Soviet psychiatric hospital for a short time until freed
by the appeals of bis brother, of Solzhenitsyn and others.
Later he was exiled in London.

Roy was having his 50tb birthday and we had brought
him some pens and pencils, He opted for lunch in our
hotel room where we talked freely as friends over a
pleasant meal. My wife served as translator, since, un-
like his brother, whom he resembles completely, he speaks
only Russian and German. Roy is supported by the
Western royalties from his books. He is certainly the
wealthiest of the unemployed dksidents. He could pass
in appearance for a member of the Soviet establishment.

Earlier in the morning, upon return from breakfast, we
had noticed that the key to our room was missing from the

—Continued on page 5
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floor desk. A few hours later, we noticed that an address
book was missing; we made light of it but urged the
Hotel staff to have it returned. They said we should look
around, it would turn up.

At 6:00 at a friend’s home, we discovered that an
unknown person had called and said he had found
the address book, We could have it back if we wanted to
pick it up. In due course, some friends picked it up for
us. In effect, the “finder” had called the only Russian
address in that particular address book that had a phone
number. This was a natural and sensible thing to do.
The only trouble is that we do not think that we lost the
address book. We thhk the authorities dld not have time
to photograph it, But nothing in Russia is certain.

V. F. Turchim A Scientist For All Seasous

At 7:00 we went to tbe home of V.F. Turchin for
dinner. Turchin is a full doctor of physics, (The Soviet
“candidate” is equivalent to our Ph.D. A Soviet doctor
requires, among other thhgs, another dksertation. ) He
is the author of a book published in EngIish and Russian
entitled ‘Wow Neutrons”. When Sakharov was attacked
in 1973 by 40 academicians, Turchin defended him in a
letter, His wife, Tanya, who exudes sweetness, and un-
complainingly bears a painful spinal problem, continues
to work. Turcbin, himself, is a truly extraordinary person
who bears his tribulations with a kind of forced gaiety.
Hk English is excellent and he shares it with his less fluent
comrades in a graceful way that reveals a great deal about
the bonds that tie them together,

Reprisals in Turchin’s case had been swift, Within five
days of his defense of Sakharov, he was demoted to senior
scientist from Chief of Laboratory. This was done by
reorganizing him out. A year later he was expelled by a
secret ballot of the 24 member Learned Councit tbe
vote was 19-5. The 19 voting against Turchln evidently
feared retaliation against the Institute if they did not act
against him. At a general meeting of about 300 workers
of his Institute, all condemned him for his action; despite
his many friends in his Institute no one voted against tbe
resolution and, indeed, no one dared answer “yes” when
asked if they would abstain!

For a year and a half, he has sought work. SIX or
eight institutions have been interested usually the Chief
of Laboratory expresses interest, But the Party Commit-
tee and Directors turn down the application, Turchh
has been invited by Columbia to come as a Visiting
Scholar and has a personal invitation from an MIT pro-
fessor to tihich the Ministry of Internal Affairs must make
response by December 17,

Although he lost his job for defense of Sakharov, Tur-
chin had organized an Amnesty International Group
which started with 11 members in September, 1973 and
was officially adopted by Amnesty a year later. The Act-
ing Secretary was Tverdeklebov (now in prison) and is
now Albrecht, Amnesty assigned this group cases in
Yugoslavia, Spain and Sri Lanka. Indeed, the group
felt that its letter had helped achieve the release of
Alfanso Saste, an imprisoned Spanish playwright.

Orlov: Defender of Solzhenitsyn

At dkner with Turchk, we met Professor Yuri Fyo-
dorovich Orlov, dismissed from his job for writing a
letter to Leonid Brezhnev in defense of Solzhenitsyn.

V. F. Turchin, wife Tanya and children.

Orlov holds the high recognition of being a Correspond-
ing Member of the Armenian Academy of Sciences. He
told of how, at the time he was dismissed, hk scientific
comrades and he were slated to become candidates for
J state scientific prize. His comrades urged him to resign
from the group candidacy in order not to prevent them
from being blackballed from consideration — and indeed,
when he did withdraw, they thereupon won. I asked
whether, perhaps, they had won because they had turned
on him. Everyone laughed and then, seriously considering
the question. called it hard to answer. It was obviously
not that implausible.

Also at the party was Vladimir Yan Albrecht, formerly
the ctilef engineer in an Institute of Water Purification
and a specialist in mathematical methods of optimization.
We asked Albrecbt how he had lost this job and had be-
come an elevator operator. Apparently, when Tverdekle-
bov was arrested, there were official searches of Al-
brecht’s and Turchin’s flats and that of someone in Kiev.
Albrecht’s suueriors at work had heard, over the Voice
of America, that his apartment had been searched, They
became nervous. A complicated history ensued in which
it was unclear whether he had resigned, been forced to
resign, or been fired. There wasn’t much difference,

November 7: The Parade

Our hotel room was so well placed that one could see,
with binoculars, the Politburo standing on Lenin’s mauso-
leum reviewing the parade, Moreover, one could examine
the weapons and marches on the immense square from
which they entered Red Square to be reviewed, We had
been cautioned by the Hotel staff that we could stay in
our room and watch the parade, but that a representative
of the “organs of power” would be stationed in the room
to prevent any untoward action. Since we expected hlm
at 8 a.m., we were up early, He arrived at 9:30 in the
form of an apple-cbeeked 30-year-old Komsomol,

This observer behaved himself in a most polite and

—Continued on page 6
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dignified, but vigilant, fashion, unobtrusively keeping
me under observation when, to get more film or whatever,
1 moved behind him, Not yet a member of the Party, he
had delayed joining because he was not sure that he was
“worthy”. Asked whether the Soviet Government could
make a mistakg, he allowed that the Supreme Soviet was
sufficiently large that it was hard to make mistakes. But
be said, with every appearance of sincerity, that he did
not know, when I pointed out that this body had never
disapproved a proposal in 58 years. (Thk exchange de-
spite the fact that his career had included service as an
aide to a member of the Supreme Soviet. )

The Hotel being surrounded by crowds (even the sub-
way entrances were sealed), we had no choice but to
enjoy ourselves watching and taking photographs of
amazingly shiny military equipment and crowds decked
in red flags.

Levich IKghest Ranking Refusenik

We spent the afternoon with the highest ranking re-
fusenik: Corresponding Member of the Soviet Academy
Benjamin G. Levich.

After an international uproar, Levich had been per-
mitted to attend a conference at Alma Ata but, he advised
us, two reports he wanted to submit to the conference
were not accepted. In one case there was no answer and,
in the other, the paper was refused on a technical pretext
without even a signature on the letter of refusal.

Levich is pretty well boycotted by his colleagues. Of
about 35 associates only 2 or 3 will speak to him and
then only privately. He is now somewhat numb from
the ups and downs of pursuing bis fate. But he retains a
sense of humor and dkcusses his situation with considera-
ble historical perspective. He notes wryly that Pushkin
was denied the right to travel to the West 150 years ago
because the Tsarist Government and the Russian bureau-
cracy considered hlm “too valuable”. And Peter the
Terrible had observed, in Russian style, “Keep your
enemy near you”.

Levich has two sons now in Israel. (FAS had com-
plained about the reprisals against son Evgeny in Decem-
ber, 1973.) One year and a half ago, a Soviet Academy
Commission had issued a report confirming that Levich
did not know oficiaI secrets. Nevertheless, he still has no
visa despite a promise a year ago that he would be
allowed to leave. He considers this ominous and thinks
his case has important “symbolic value”. He felt that if
tbe hard, cases (like his) were solved, the easier ones
would follow. (However recent Soviet preference may be
to exile tbe hard cases and suppress the others. )

We discussed whether the leaving of Jews would spon-
taneously create anti-Semitism for those left behind. But,
in any case, did anti-Semitism really come from the top,
from hints and articles from above?

Levich is starting a new scientific seminar to meet at
his apartment, 11 Leninski prospect, Apartment 5 on
Thursdays at 3 p.m. It will cover physics and mathema-
tics, physical chemistxy, molecular biology and hydrody-
namics,

Dinner was spent with Russian friends.

Snkharov’s Dacha

The next day, early, we left for Andrei D, Sakharov’s
dacha, arriving at about 11:00 a.m. and catching the 5:00

ALBERT EINSTEIN ON
THE OBLIGATIONS OF ACADEMIES
“A prime responsihifity of every Academy is to

encourage and defend the scientific Me of the cmmhy.
Despite this fact, scientists of German society, as far
as I know, have become sifent witrresses to the fact
that a considerable part of German scientists, stu-
dents and teachers have been stripped nf the possi-
bility tn work and obtain for themselves the means
for subsistence. I haven’t the sfightest desire to be-
Inng to any scientific society capable, even under
outside pressure, of conducting itseff in such a
fashion”. ❑

on resigning from the Bavarian Academy; 4/21/33

o.m. train back. His dacha is in the area in which the
~ighest officials of the Soviet Union have theirs. En route,
we passed the dacha of the Minister of Defense (Grechko)
and there were police at most intersections to protect
the leadership. Sakharov is the possessor of three (3)
different Hero of the Soviet Union awards. This is as
many as Brezhnev has, or as Khruschev had. It provides
him with extraordinary status.

At the dacha were a large number of children (from
his two wives, a complicated family structure has re-
sulted ); Gregory Podlapolsky, a member of the Soviet
Human Rights Committee; and V. F. Turchin.

We began by discussing the FAS action in trying to
help Mrs. Sakharov achieve a visa to go to Italy for an
eye operation. (She was in Italy during our visit, having
had her operation, and being fitted with contact lenses.)
He was interested in determining what had happened;
a year before our protest, W1lly Brandt had appealed
directly to Brezhnev and the King of Belgium had later.
The day before the visa had been awarded, it had been
denied. But on hearing of the denial, Mrs. Sakharov had
said to the official, “So I will go blind and it will be on
your head”. The next day, she was told to come im-
mediately to the cffice where the visa was granted. I
noted that that day had been the last day of the World
Federation of Scientific Workers’ conference. The Soviet
authorities had said that the visa was’ a tribiite to tbe con-
ference. (This was tbe conference we had boycotted, see
FAS Public Interest Report, October 1975). It seemed
likely that our boycotting and possible resultant efforts
by the World Federation had been the last straw.

We discussed the Voice of America. There was general
agreement that the Voice transmissions had dealt less
often with arrests of dissidents, with refuseniks, etc. All
felt the Voice was “rather careful to be too careful”,
rarely read from Samizdat, and that “many people were
losing interest”, The service was “deteriorating” and was
“not interesting today” — this from Sakharov, but all
agreed. (Incidentally, to FAS members, Sakharov had
heard over the Voice of our dispute with the National
Academy of Sciences over its report on nuclear war. )

Re anti-Semitism, it was observed that an article in
Trud on October 29, 1975 had binted that Mrs. Sakharov
was Jewish by saying that it dld not know how much the
Nobel Prize was worth in terms of 30 pieces of silver but
that “perhaps Mrs. Sakharov knows better”. To protect

—Continued on page 7
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SAKHAROV STATEMENT TO FAS
Theroleof FAScanbeveWgreat. Itmightcorrect

certain relationships between American scientists and
Soviet scientists. Soviet authorities try to shape tfds
relationship along very strict fines of ideological con.
trol. A good model of how this occurs involves the
Soviet participants in the Pugwash Movement.

In general, as far as I can tell, American authorities
have many issues in mind at any one time and are
prone to make concessions on particular issues in
order to advance detente. U. S. Governmental de-
cisions are therefore over-flexible and too agreeable.
So it is very important that such an organized force
as FAS shouId exist that is free of political restrictions,
free to base its positions on principles, free of politicrd
conformist.

On many questions, the Federation could correct
what is being done in governmental circles. For ex.
ample, it could try to achieve a goal in which contacts
would be less official. It could work to permit scien-
tists to go to conferences who are invited to them, not
just the scientists whose political qualifications me
deemed correct.

Contact with scientific young might bean important
field in this connection. The young people need scien.
tic contacts. For them, alleviation of the conditions
of contact wouId be most important. But again, those
permitted the contact should not be chosen by political
considerations.

The personak defense of concrete persons is very
important. Of necessity, it would invoIve only sepa-
rate persons: persons deprived of work for pofiticaf
reasons and imprisoned for the same reasons. In some
Of these cases, such defense must take the form of an
ultimatum. But the most important tfdng is permanent
interest in this circIe of problems.

Finally, the general problems, not only for scien.
tists, are the problems of disarmament, enviromaent
and the rest.

Maybe I am wrong, but it seems to me that the
U. S. Government Iine is not quite consistent in these
matters. The U. S. Government wishes to have im.
mediate agreement — in order to use it in internal
politics. This wish leads to agreements which, in fact,
are not strong enough to move toward the solution of
the fundamental problems.

with re’gard to these problems, the Federation coufd
make relevant statements impartially, without political
prejudice. I can imagine two ways of applying this
role.

Consultation to your Government, as you do, is
one way. And, second, pubfic statements which make
I sort of pressure on our own Government. Finally,
]sing international contacts, the American scientists
:ould realiie a common line with all scientists in
foing both of the above.

In all of these functions, the West badly needs a
iorm of unity in tAese vital problems. Especially, it
;eems witiout any doubt that the normal course of
ietente requires a certain amount of Western unity,

E
since it is easier for scientists to get together in thiak-
ing than it is for politicians (even in the West). This
unity is therefore most probably to be achieved by
sclentlsts, who are the least egowtlc part of society. I
still think this, that scientists are tie least egoistic part

Continued from Daze 6.=
against the charge of anti-Semitism, the article was signed
with a Jewish pseudonym.

The problem of Yuri Golfand was described. OVIR
officials had told him that he was “too valuable to be
allowed to emigrate” but he was fired for the official
reason that his “scientific production was too low”.
Sakharov described Golfand’s theories in quantum physics
and called them very interesting.

Too Valuable To The West

1 asked what “too valuable” to be allowed to leave
meant: too valuable to the Soviet Union, or too valuable
to be given to the West. The answer was the latter,
evidently, since he was not being allowed to work at home.
Sakharov noted that Golfand is pasting up placards now
— but has to do h under his wife’s name since he is
“unqualified” (i.e., over-qualified) for the work,

Sakharov complained about the treatment of prisoners.
Russian prisoners were allowed, at most, three packages
per year of 5 kilograms each; the scientists could therefore
choose “mind or body”, books or foodstuffs, for their total
15 kilograms, The list of the prohibited has been con-
stantly increased and now includes vitamins! No reason is
given except, often. “prison is no place for resort”.

Several complained about the ubiquitous pbmse “ne
polozheno” — literally “no foundation”. It is used con-
stantly by bureaucrats as an excuse for doing nothing
when regulations do not strictly require doing something.
Thus a publishing house decides not to print a manu-
script because its author has gotten into political difficul-
ties and gone to prison, But the publishing house will

not give the manuscript back to the author’s wife because
“ne polozheno”. Or ‘an imprisoned scientist translates a
detective mystery into Russian for his daughter and is
told that be cannot give it to her “ne polozheno”, The
same scientist, Lyubarsky, went on a hunger strike for
the right to be permitted more than five books.

Complaints were voiced about the withdrawing of de-
grees for the crime: “conduct unbecoming a Soviet citi-
zen”. Thus full doctor Alexander Bolonkin was deprived
of his degree, The method requires the scientist’s institute
itself to send a request to the authorities to withdraw the
degree. This was termed “typical of the self-beating of
our system”.

Academician Sakharov recalled the outcry in the Soviet
Union when Angela Davis was “ot permitted to deal with
students and compared this with the indignities suffered
by Soviet scientists. He said it was most important to get
Orlov and Turchin back to work, This was the most
fundamental point, It was now considered natural to de-
prive persons of a job for legitimate dissent and was not
considered serious (compared to arrest),

Sakharov said that citizens could and must cross this
now-normal psychology of citizens, At present, citizens

—Continued on page 8
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Continued from page 7
in the Soviet Union want to work but give little or no
weight to freedom and are easily frightened.

Timidity Even Among Academicians

As an example, a certain academician of high position
and bold in his scientific pursuits was not among the 72
Academicians and Corresponding Members who attacked
Sakharov recently. Sakharov called hlm about a scientific
matter but, evidently fearing that Sakharov had called to
thank him for not signing the attack, this physicist im-
mediately began speaking as follows:

“Academician Sakharov, I do not approve and have
long not approved of your activities, That I did not
sign this letter does not mean that I approve of them.
I will send you a personal letter explaining my
position.”

— all this designed for the operator. And indeed, he did
send such a letter, which began: “I did not approve of

vour activities for a losw time but now. after the Nobel
Prize, it seems a good time ,“

I asked Academician Sakharov for a message that I
could convey to our scientists. After a moment’s reflec-
tion, he dictated the remarks on the preceding page.

Thereupon, Turchin bad to rush to the train to make
an appointment in Moscow. We were invited with Podi-
apolsky to have supper. Crowded into a tiny khchen with
two of his children and a housekeeper, we talked in-
formally about common friends, scientific conferences,
and world events.

At 5:00, Sakharov escorted us through dark woods and
vacation homes to the nearby railroad station where we
just made the train. Getting off in a suburban Moscow
station with the Podiapolskys, I noticed a man observing
us and, in due course, jumping into a phone booth. B, J.
and I got into a taxi and headed for a scheduled dinner
with Pjatetsky-Shapiro, It became obvious over the next
five miles of twists and turns that we had picked up a
“tail”, When we were a few blocks from our destination,
we asked the driver to stop, and walked back to the now
standing car. The two plainclothesmen looked rigidly
ahead as if we did not exist — a further confirmation of
their role, if their repeatedly witnessed license plate had
not been enough. We advised them sternly in B. J.’s
Russian: ‘<We are doing nothing wtong, please stop fol-
lowing us” They responded by saying that they were
waiting for “guests”.

Walking to our destination (with one of them trying to
stay both invisible, and close by, in the darkening fog),
we went, to dkmer.

Sunday The Seminar

The morning was spent with an old friend, now writing
for the Washington Post, Peter Osnos. To our surprise,
we dkcovered that being a foreign correspondent in
Moscow was not the lonely life we had remembered from
our earlier trips in 1966-1970. Peter was being invited
out often (five nights a week) by many Russians, and even
courted assiduously by the Chinese. His Russian had de-
veloped accordingly, and he was having a very good time.
The rise of a sector in Soviet life that finds it protective,
rather than dangerous, to deal with foreign correspondents
seems to be the reason.

At 12:30 we set out for the oldest of the refusenik
scientific seminars, one founded by Azbel and Voronel,
the latter now in Israel. It requires a metro ride to the

end of the line (Metro Zhdanovskaya) and then a fairly
long walk m- bus ride along U1 Vkhiyakovskovo to
4/2/5, This is further complicated by the fact that build-
ing 4 is behind buildhg 6 and the taxi-drivers have trouble
locating it. But by 1:30 we were passing the stationed
plainclothesman and going to apartment 5. The seminar
was in progress and we sat down to observe a lecture on
fluid flow through a membrane.

At the close of the lecture, we were greeted very warmly.
And when. I described the purpose of our visit (relate
Helsinki Agreement to the problems of scientists) and
the nature of our organization, there was extreme interest.

The seminar meets every Sunday at noon in Azbel’s
parlor. (See photo). Of tbe twenty-five or so persons,
one was a Corresponding Member of the Soviet Academy,
five were full Soviet professors, five full doctors of science,
and the rest about the level of candidate.

The seminar discusses “Collective Phenomena” and has
a schedule that is planned for six months ahead, including
such topics as: -

2/8 Doctor L, Regelson, Conservation of Energy in
Elementary Interactions

2/15 Prof. Y. Golfand, Several Properties of s-Matrices
2/22 Prof. D. Samilovich, Photographic Methods in

Science and ‘Technology
2/29 Doctor V. Brailovsky, The Jew in Western

Disapora
The seminar has involved 50 scientists from 12 cities,

includirw a dozen mofessors and 25 full doctors: when,.
we visited, for example, there was a professor from Kiev.

Situation Deteriorating

In the first two and one-half years of the semina[, there
was reasonably rapid turnover, with 20 or 30 scientists
getting visas to leave. Thus of those present, except for
three or four, the rest were new. After Helsinki, however,
the situation had changed and, during the last 7 or 8
months, no permissions to leave the country had been
granted. This was unprecedented; meanwhile many re-
fusals had been repeated. The situation is evidently typi-
cal also of non-scientists.

It was felt that the situation was deteriorating; Levich’s
case was considered an example since he had been
promised a visa a year ago, a promise upon which the
authorities had reneged.

The seminar’s problems began when it tried to organize
an international seminar. Its organizers had gone to prison
for 15 days. In May of 1975, the KGB had advised the
seminar that they did not mind the existence of a “local”
seminar but did not want foreign scientists to visit it. The
KGB had said that, if the situation were not changed, it
would charge the seminar with being part of Israeli in-
telligence, thus with espionage. This would make partici-.
pation in the seminar a capital offense. Azbel was in-
terrogated twice and solemnly warned.

A further problem faced by seminar members is, of
course, surviving without jobs. And another is the latent
threat of application of parasite laws. Under the newest
revisions of these laws, it is not enough to have a job but
one must lead a “right” life.

The local authorities play a kind of shell game with
applicants. Those without family in Israel are told that
this precludes affirmative action. Those with families are
told that, because they have close relations there, it would

-Continued on page 9
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September 1975: Seminar is addressed by Harvard Bio-
chemist Waker Gilbert (standing, right of bookcase) as
Azbel translates (standing to left of bookcase) with
Harvar#s Mark Ptashne sitting between. M. Azbel’s wife
can be seen sitting (behind Azbef’s right elbow).

Continued from page 8
not be ‘<appropriate”, Sometimes they just say, “We don’t
like Israel” or “We do not want you to work for Israel.”

One participant alleged that the purpose of the authori.
ties is to dispel any hopes that Helsinki might have aroused
so as to discourage applicants — which indeed bas
happened.

Waiting For (Scientific) Death

Itwas emphasized that the seminar was a very stop-
gap procedure. Only the refuseniks that could work theo-
retically with paper and pencil could even attempt to
continue; others needed laboratories or machines. They
were all quietly dying as scientists and it was frightening.

Azbel, who speaks with considerable eloquence, noted
that an experiment was being attempted on one hundred
scientists: “For how long could a scientist continue as a
scientist” without scientific nourishment, Three years
of waiting. for visas has become typical.

The situation was graphed on a blackboard. Applica.
tions by scientists to leave had risen slowly, only after

applications by non-scientists. Scientific applications had
then risen rapidly but had fallen off as hope faded. I was
startled to learn that fully half of the seminar participants
already had family members in Israel who had earlier
gotten visas; a simple application of the Helsinki approach
to divided families would solve their problem.

One participant quoted, “Do not ask for whom the bell
tolls, it tolls for you”, in encouraging American scientists
to show more concern about them.

We dined with the Leviches, who had earlier examined
minutely the FAS Report of September, 1973 which dealt
with thk problem. Mrs. Levich cross-examined me upon

--Continued on page 11

COMPLAINTS ABOUT
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
From a variety of sources, there were complaints

about the N’ational Academy of Sciences’ posture with
regard to refusenika.

One scientist observed that no Western scientist
had visited the refusenik seminars during the visit of
Western scientists to the 250th anniversary of the
Soviet Academy.

Another refated this story During tiat week, the
Academy Foreign Secretary, who led the U. S. dele-
gation, had mentioned tAe problem of Levich and
other refuseniks at a cocktaif party with his opposite
number. Acting Chief Scientific Secretary of the
Soviet Academy Corresponding Member G. K.
SkrYabi” had mid, ‘<It is not up to us”. The Foreign
Secretary George Hammond said, C(0.K.3~. Later m.
fusenfks were advised by Skryabm maliciously to the
effecti “YOU see, they complained and bounced right
off us do not expect any help from them, they are
caImed down.”* One refusenik quoted, in this con.
nection, from Albert Einstein who resigned from the
Bavarian Academy when it would not protect scien.
fists being politically persecuted. (See box page 6.)

A third story that is quoted in Moscow concerns an
earlier visit of National Academy of Sciences’ Presi-
dent Phifip Handler and Corresponding Member
Levich. Levich had been told to expect a caff from
Handler and not receiving one, had cafled Handfer
directIy. Handler had “hemmed and hawed” and said
he dld not feel that he could meet with Levich since
he was an official representative. Later his wife caffed
to smooth over the situation but witbout effect.

*<Foreign Secretary George Hmmm”d denied that the mn-
vemation had occurred during a cocktail party but, instead,
said it had taken place at the end of a serious three hour
discussion of exchange problems. He was not at liberty to
disclose the substance of the conversation. D
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SOVIET REFUSENIKS NEED SCIENTIFIC CORRESPONDENTS
Soviet practice permits applications for exit visas only from

Jewish scientists and, after such applications are refused, the
authorities often blacklist the scientists from continuing their work.
What follows is as accurate a list of such Soviet scientific “refuse-
nks” as we could tlnd in the United States with the b[rth year and
whatever is known about the technical field of the, sc~entist.

AS .n tiitisl but all important step toward alleviating the plight
of these scientists. FAS is seekinz to movide each such refusenik
with a scientific pen pal (or palsy. T&ese Americans would serve
to link the American scientific community in genera!, and FAS
in P.arti+?r, with these Soviet scientists with a view toward
momtonng thew cond!t,on, sending occasional books of scientific
interest, and petitioning the authorities either for their release m
for their being provided with suitable scientific duties.

With this in mind, FAS urges its members to adopt one of these
scientists as a correspondent. Such members should circle and
rank three names of persons with whom he m she would be willing
to correspond; FAS will select one of these and will subsequently
advise which Soviet scientist has been assigned to the member and
that scientist’s address. Groups, of scientists at an institution can
aPPIY together to correswnd w!th a given Soviet scientist.)

Just rank 1, 2 and 3, three names in a discipline of interest to
you and return this page with the rankings to uti or send an ap-
propriate letter. And many thanks to those of You who offer to
help — especially to those who undertake correspondence with
scientists about whom little is known at present.

Physics and Related Fields
.4zbel, Mark Y.akovlevice (1932) Theoretical Physics
Benin, Domtea Fish

formerlv lecturer in Radio Technolo~
Bailovsb, Irim

Ca.ndidatof PhmicaJ& Mathem..ti$al S.ien-s
Braym.m, Mat”w Y“ddwch, Physicist
Byko”a, Elizabeth (194?)
Drabkir,, +le@nor,Os,p.a”mh ( 1912)
Fain, Veruamm MosemIch (1930)
~“~;~$$EEi.ia:w42)

Fish, Zina ‘
Fuerst, Mark Isako”ich (1936),

As,,$ts”t to chief technic,a” m Galvanization
Gerber, Leonid (1928) ?1. of PhYSICdW~ scie?ce
G.aldetield, Illya VUlfO-2 ( 1?24) P@cal chem,$~Y
Goldfarb, Aleks (1974) Atomm Phwcmt
G.aldshte,n,lW Abranmvich (1938)
Goldstein, Gri80rY (1931).

Decorate of PWwak Scmnce
Gcun~, Grisqy Y.rk@h (1935) Radio ~sicist
Gure”,ch, Bon, Na+amcmxh ( 1929)GeoPhywBt
Gutmaq, Elan, (1939)

Candtdat of Physical Sciences
K..w, L,” Na”mOVidl (1948)
Krumbers, Yaco” (1933)
Lembik, Yevwny ( 1940) l’hemml Physicist
U“ich, Benjamin

Coresxmding M?mber, SoYiet Academy
Mikul@ky, Mikha,l .4rono”ich ( 1937)
Milstem, Sam.. Himwmc+
Pok!w, Viktor (1940) PhYS!d EDti~I
Privomtsky, Illw Abram.vlch.

Dr. of Physical and Mat! Sm.nCCS
Rabi”keq, A“atolY GeW”@ Candat of Physics
Ro.w”ste,”, Grimy Shmulev,ch

Candidat of Physwd & Mathematical Sciences
Rai., Vladimir
R“bmstein, Bcxi$ (1925)

Cmdidat of Physical& Mathematical Sciences
Sh.iber, Iosif ( 1951)
W~W~;t&&Ii#~50) , ‘lle.retkd PhYSiCiSt

Dc. of P&sical and Math Scicmes
Ularwvs!a, Lev Bfr.ammvich
VerkhovskY, Eduard (!943)
Zhiw”, Le. Mikhailow.h (1958)

C.mp.ter Science and Related
.%.rsky, MikhailS.m..I.,iti (1933)

Cybemetxs, E“*,”.<,
B<ai]cmsky,V,ctor [ 1935], Cybernetic@
Galperin, Anamly [1930), CYLwr,n~tmSt
Gdman, ovse~ (1932), C@r.et,.M
Goldstein, lwi, cybernetics.
L.,”.,, A1&sande, Yakovle”,ch,

Dr. of Tech”i$d Sciences
L“bins!g, Leomd, Conw”te$ Scientist,

Ca.d,dat of Teclmicd Scmnce$
L“m$, Aleksander (1942), CYbr..eti~,t
Smordi”skaw, Ester Borimvna,

comwter Promgne.
zabeIishensky,Leon~d.YakW.vich

(see Ekcqical E.mne.c)

Fields

Linguistics
Berkovskws, Anna ( 1932), Yhilol@st
E$trov, Roman ( 1944), PhilO&St
Fddma”, Riva Isaakovma.

German Lans”we Teacher
Gelman, Eva Phil@t
Goretick, Mikhatl, SmOI.tist
Kelwman, GaIi”a (1948), Orl.ntal L@wi?t
Nammv, Vladimir (1947), Oriental Lmmst
Vase,”.”, Shaul (1938)
Rubirm, 1“.ss. Akwimd ( 1928),

Candidate of Philolom

Philosophy
Gowhk, ~khaii ~lonmno,ich ( 1945), Sinolqist
R.hi”, VItaly, Ar&mnt ,Chine$ePhilosophy
Semee., Helen,,SmolOw~
Zibernp., D%y,d Be?wnmovich,

Atm,ent I“d,im Ph,lowmhy

Chemistry
Faernwk, Victor ( 1941), Physical Chemist
Gershbew, Borks
Got Mikhail (1939), Candidate of Chemistry
I.erner,,Vetiamin Gciyamvich (1917)
Var?rintz&wa, Lud@a,
Spec,aMt ?“ Synthe?c R“bte,
YoEe, Grmory L“mwh (1946)

Technical Sciences
Gokhstein, A“?S.NY (,1932),

Candidat of Tec!mwal Sciences
K;: ~T4~”Jec~drye;~ ( 1938),

Kheifltz, %ne” A@mmv,ich,
Candidat of Techmcal.scl:nces
Lain.., Bm”i$la” Da”,dov,~ ( 1938),

Candidate of Tcch”iwd Sclen.e, M@wtm
Lapid.$ Victor (1PM), Dr. ,of TdmC?.1 scfen~s
umw, Aleksardr Yakovlwuh (1915)
Lianders, Mikhail (%2)

Candidat of Tedmmal Swnces
Lsra,tuta,Aba
Raine8, Leo”id Shm:,ilovich (1934)

Metall.mical E“&!z”eeI

Psychiatv
Levit, Bla.dimicGre%orie?ich (1932),

Dr. of Medical Sciences
Trorw, Mainward (1929)

Economists
Adziashvila, Mikhail ( 1933)
Beilin.a,Di”a
Beina,Gomfu1
Kofnmn, Imak
Mmkish, Yuri (1918)
N“del, Ida (1931)
Orisixher, Lev Y. (1919)
Ovsishcher, k“ Pemwn (1919)
Pa”lot$ky, Mimn ( 1947)
Tsirlin, Chaim (1947)

Dental Sciences
Grin ber&!,Yak.” ( 1931), StomatoIo@
Na$hoits, Mark ( 1948), St.amatoIo?Mt
Reiftmm,Gslin% Dentist
Shvartsman, David, Dentist
SnmILmsky,Yak.” (1917), Sto”>atolwkt

Mathematics
Bcw”, Irxif Zise]evich ( 1932), Candidate Tech. S.1.
BeIolse!ko”skaya, Sofia Mat”ierna (1945)
Beilin, Josif (1937)
B1ikh,Yo$ef (1937)
Brai]ov$ky, Victor Lwvi.h ( 1935),
Candidate of Physical and Math SUences
E$wis,Eliya$ Gimhovim ( 1946)
Fishkin, Boris Pwlovich ( 1927)
Fr.adki”, Daniel (1949)
GdPerin> A“?1o1Y M$nd?le”ich ( 1930)
Gokhber& Imk Tzud,ko”xch

Former Profewer of Mathematics
Goldblat, Mikhail (1944)
Go)f and, Y.N Abremovith (1922)
Gmlina, Elena (1939)
J,ITc, Leo”id K. (1945)
Knif, Scman Grimrevich ( 1947)
Kolt”nov, Ilya Zakhamvich ( 1939)
Krcin, Mark (1907), Candiat of Mathematical Science
Ler”er, Vladimir (15%5), SystemsAnalyst
Lutz, A]dwa.d: Lazarevith (1924)
Mix.aelov, Ser8Q,

Fomner Pm faswr of Armlied Mathematics
0 !iker, Elena
Otiker, V1adimi< (1944), Candidat ?f phYsical a.d

Mathematical Scie”ees, Dr. of S.,.. . .
Paktnik, Bells, Dc. of Mathe@Ke.1 Science
Piragovsky, M!kh?il RafailovldI ( 1941)
Ramm, Dimitrr Vltdm,ich,

Dr. of Mathematical Science
%noilovid% Debom Moisewna, (1918),

Dr. of Physical and Mathematical Scm”ces
Shakhnovich, Ew.y V?.lcrevich (1947)
Shakhano,sky, Vladimir (1941)
Shaciro-Yystet$ky, Ily. Iosifovich,

Dr. of Physical *“d Matlwnaticd Sciences
Sharansky, A.atoly Borimvicb (1948)
Shikha.wicb, Yun A1e,ya”dmmch (1933)
Tarot ma, Aba Yakovle”,ch,( 1930)
Uolvo”sky, Leanid A.anz.tch (1?42).

canal dat Tech. Sci.. M.athematmm

Medicine and Related F1eIds
Akhansky, K]am (1923)
Ass. Imif Am@ich (1944)
Be;limon, Y“lm ( 1942)
Bemlkov!chwte, Sow., P@pacist
B.,E, Ram. (1913), Ge”etx,st
Blank, NatMia Lvov”a (1041),

Pa,hokmy a“d He matol.aa
Dondych, Leonid
Epelnmn, FWlim (1941), Pharmacist

Fisher, L.arisa (1944), R.mWnO1@st
Flak$”$.?, Omhie, Pharnmcut
Gafanovxh, Sam. ( 1923), Nurse
Glod, A“atoly (1931)
G.tma”as, Yuddis (1948)
Kalk, Frida (1940), Pharmacist
Khamkh, Dav,d
KhtUskelmn, ti” (1945)
Koifman, Lina Devidonm (1923)

Doctor i. Medical lab
Krikyn, Boris
Kri!q”, L.dmilla
~im~l~bramas ( 1943)

Liw&ky, Sania L“sievich, ,Ne”mwithol.wist
P.altinaikov, Irma Bemshtem (1922), Cardi.alodst
Palti”nikob, I$ak (1920), Omh+m.lo@
P.ltinnikw, ,Victoria, Rad,olomst
Pisku”, Sam..
Polouk, Mikhai], Expert in Medical Techmlogy
Pol,ky, Sonia ( 1928)
Primak, Anatolv (1.932).

Cmd%datof MedKal S.,.”..s
Remik, Din, ( 1933)
R.iznmn, Raiw (1931 ) ,S.p3eon
Slep.ak,Maria ( 1926), Medxcd Laboratory Assistant
Slqak, Yri
Twpin, !-e.++, Anesthesiolwkt
Zvmaite, Mmam K.

Engineering and Related Fields
Abezmu,, Alekmmlr Israilevich ( 1949)

Physical ens.
Abramovich, I$x Akk$wdmvich (1936),

Electronic E“z.
Abramo”ieh, Mark [ 1947), Mechanical )3”s
Abromovich, Pawl (1939), Radio Eng.
Abmnmvich, Muta ( 1940)
Adamsky, Piotr (1945)
Aro”o”ich, Felix Seme”ovitch (1911),

Me<hamcal Kn~.
Azbe\, David Semencwitch ( 1911), Chcmicel E.g.
BaseI,o, Shalom (1946)
Berkov$ky, Yuri ( 1931), Electrical Eag.
Bidritsky, Anatoly (1936)
B,..”, Br”est (1947)
Bra., R?.ulY.akovivich ( 1938)
Brwer, Imr Anatolerich ( 1945) Radio B.s.
Breitm.m, Arkady (1946)
Chernyak, Irma (Jereimiah), Mechanical Eng.
CmC,n,Alekwldr,, Radio En&
Chwv,nsky, Vladnni, K, (1946)
Dimshiw., Isaak Grilmcevich ( 1926),

Mechanical E.g.
Dakhis, Solomon ( 1947), C@nical Em.
mot, Vladinur (1945), Rad,o E.g.
IM”k, A1ekwmdr ( 1924) Blectromc Btw
D“bmv,yk, Boris ( 1948)
D“bosarsky, Arkady Itskhofovich (1940)
Dymshm., Is?ak (1926), Mechanical E.%’.
Bidinov, Izcal (1921)
Ef,e”bw, A&kwder
Elistra:o”, V,ctor Mkhadov,ch (1939)
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every aspect of it. The intellectual basis of FAS positions
was carefully scrutinized. Thk conversation is beyond
summary merging as it did objective intellectual observa-
tions on the situation with requests that FAS do more
than it had dons all the intellectual chaos of quasi-debate
and quasi-disinterested exchange between highly involved
parties.

Our Last Day

We went home to pack. On Monday morning, it was
evident that two things were “time-urgent”. Moving
around the city by taxi, we first left a letter with a high
Soviet official known to us warning of what a refusal to
let Sakharov leave for Oslo would look like in the West.
With a second official, we left a letter inquiring whether,
if FAS applied to do so, it could send an observer to the
trial of Sergei Kovalev, which was certain to come up
soon: “Would this be permitted under Helsinki or some
other convention’?’

A half an hour before we were expected, we arrived at
V. F, Turchln’s apartment to find some uneasiness. Mrs.
Turchin unbolted the door cautiously and it developed
that there was some apprehension that the police might
be arriving to conduct an official search.

MY mind raced in circles. During an official search,
all persons arriving at the apartment being searched (or
persons found there ) must wait until the search is con.
eluded before leaving. The search sometimes lasts several
hours. We would miss our plane and outrun our visa. So?
This was not my problem. On being reassured that our
presence would not complicate bis life, we relaxed, as
did the Turchins, though to a lesser extent. It developed
that the rumors, which had been around Moscow for
days, had suggested that such searches would take place
after the holidays and that Sakharov’s apartment was in-
cluded. Dr. Turchin was calling Sakharov frequently but
getting busy signals, Could it really be true that such an
action was being taken against Sakharov — and at this
time? We could hardly believe it but the continued busy
signal seemed to make it ever more plausible. Such
searches are intended either to frighten, or to provide the
basis for a subsequent arrest. Could this really be the
authorities’ desire while they wrestled with the problem
Omslo?

Finally Val got through and all was well. Tanya made
us a superb home-cooked meal. Val asked for an English
language copy of his book “Slow Neutrons” if we could
find one.

Returnin~ to the Hotel, we finished packing, said good-
bye to friends, and were transported to the airport in a
car fit for Brezhnev. whisked through customs so fast
we were not entirely sure where bags are normally ex-
amined, we found ourselves, three hours later, i“
London. ❑

+ ENGINEERS IN EXCESS
The names of about 120 engineers would not fit

onto the adjoining page. Persons interested in cor-
responding with one of these engineers shoufd de.
scribe their field so that our office can arrange a
suitable match.

Continued from page 12
his dilemma is that he owes loyalty “CW+to the postmaster

General,

5. When the DCI mentioned the theft of FBI docu-
ments from their Media, Pa,, office, the DDP stated that
he had been informed that the copy of the letter men-
tioned in the press had come from HTLINGUAL. The
C/CI/Project interposed, with apologies to the DDP,
that it had been positively verified from the Project’s
record, and a memo had been written to the effect, that
the Project had never seen the letter, and that, as a
piece of domestic mail, the letter would not have been
available to HTLINGuAL, which has access only to an
international airmail facility.

6, Mr. Helms stated that he would accept the evidence
of the HTLINGUAL record, but he then asked, how long
has the FBI known about the operation and how long
have they been getting its material, The C/CI replied
that FBI awareness came in 1958 when, in January, they
requested permission from Chief Postal Inspector Stevens
to examine mail to/from the uSSR. Stevens had advised
CIA of the request and had sanctioned CIA’s revealing
the operation to the FBI and thereafter servicing the
Bureau with items of national security interest. This was
five years after the operation had started in 1953.

7, Mr, Helms asked whether the FBI passes the
material to other agencies, or outside its headquarters
office, The D/CI replied that it did not, in accordance
with the original agreement; that the unit receiving the
material passes only sanitized leads within the Bureau
whenever investigation is warranted.

8. The DCI then inquired how many persons in the
FBI know about the operation or are privy to its take.
The C/CI/Project stated that he had originally been told
that only a small unit of two or three see and handle the
material, and that this had been confirmed by the FBI
liaison officer, Mr. Papich, about three years ago. Tbe
DCI stated that he wants to know how many and who
in the FBI know about it now,

9. On the question of continuance, the DDP stated
that he is gravely concerned, for any flap would cause
CIA the worst possible publicity and embarrassment. He
opined that the operation should be done by the FBI
because they could better withstand such publicity, inas.
much as it is a type of domestic surveillance, The D/S
stated that he thought the operation served mainly an
FBI requirement, The C/CI countered that the Bureau
would not take over the operation now, and could not
serve essential CIA requirements as we have served theirs;
that, moreover, Cl Staff sees the operation as Fore;gn
surveillance.

10. Mr. Helms when asked what should be done: do
we want to continue the operation in view of the known
risks? The C/CI replied that we can and should con-
tinue to live with them.

11, The DCI then stated that he would have to dis-
cuss the matter with Mr. Cotter, and requested the D/S
to arrange a meeting. After that meeting, he said, he
would determine whether Mr. Blount should be informed,

12. As the meeting closed, the DCI told the C/CI/
Project to monitor the operation most discreetly, and
bring any problem or difficulty to him.

13. The meeting ended at about 10:45. ❑

.
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TOP CIA BRASS PONDER FAS LETTER
IN SUPERSECRET CONFERENCE

On January 13, 1971, FAS wrote the Chief Postal In-
spector a letter asking a number of questions concerning
the privacy of the mails; thk was in connection with the
January, 1971 FAS newsletter: Privacy in American Life.
We asked, among other things, whether the Post Office
was permitting any other agency to open the mails
improperly,

By an interesting coincidence, the only Post Office
official who knew that, in fact, this was occurring was
the Chief Postal Inspector himself; he had previously
been in charge of this operation while a CIA employee.
He wrote FAS on Februa~ 10 boldly denying any such
impropriety but privately sent our letter on to the CIA
and added his complaint that the operation shmdd be
stopped. In due course, the operation was stopped, but
not before a complicated hktory ensued in which Attorney
Generals and Postmaster Generals were consulted, gave
a go ahead and subsequently resigned, followed by more
complaints by the Inspectnr General. (For the cnmplete
storysec Science Magazine, June 27, 1975. )

FOA Request Succeeds

Through a Freedom of Information Act request, the
Federation has received from the CIA this never-before-
disclosed and previously supersecret document: the
memorandum of conversation in which the CIA first re-
viewed the problem caused by the FAS letter. We pro-
duce it in its entirety with the exception of a deletion to
protect the privacy of one individual.

FAS Director Stone emphasized that no secret informa-
tion or private encouragement caused him to write the
letter in question or to pose any of the questions in that
letter. Indeed, the questions on mail opening were not
nnly natural ones to ask but they were subordinate to
FAS’s primary interest, in that newsletter on wiretapping.

The initials in the memorandum may be decoded as
follows: DCI— Director of Central Intelligence; DDP—
Deputy D]rectnr for Plans (i.e. covert operations or so-
called “dirty tricks”); C/CI — Chief of Counterintelli-
gence; D/S — Director of CIA Security; DC/CI —
Deputy Chief of Counter Intelligence; C/CI/Project —
Chief of the Counterintelligence Mail-Opening Project.
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May 19, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT: DCf’s Meeting Concerning HTLfNGUAL

1. At 10:00 A.M. this date, Mr. Helms convened the
following in his nffice to discuss the HTLINGUAL opera-
tion: the DDP, the C/CI, the D/S, the DC/CI and
C/CI/Project.

2. The DCI opened the meeting with a reference to
an inquiry as to possible mail tampering by Government
agencies, addressed to the Chief Postal Inspector, Mr.

Cotter, by Dr. Jeremy J. Stone on behalf of the Federa-
ting of American Scientists. On the question as to what
may have prompted the letter, the DDP mentioned the
possibility that the information might have come from
[deleted] who, while in CIA employ, had been briefeo

in the Project. It was stated that [deleted] had not been
a consumer of HTLINGUAL material for many years,
and cnuld not know that HTLINGUAL had continued
beynnd the time when he was informed of it. The DCI
stated that he was not over-concerned about [deleted].

3. The DCI then asked, who outside of CIA knows
about the HTLINGUAL operation or gets its material.
The C/CI replied: only the FBL The D/S added, “and
thelittle gray man.” Reexplained that apnstal clerk had
been engaged since the beginning to bring the bags to the
room in the airmail facility where the material is screened
for “take”; that the man had been checked and cleared
by Security, and was paid a $50 monthly bonus for this
duty. (The D/Sdidnot state what this clerk knew about
the activity beyond the screening and copying of
exteriors. )

4, The DC1 then asked, who in the POD knows the
full extent of the operatinn — beyond cover surveillance.
The C/CIreplied that only Mr, Cotter knows, for he had
been witting while with CIA andthe O/S. The previous
Chief Postal Inspector, Mr. Montague, had never wanted
to know the extent of examination actually done, and
was thus able to deny on oath before a congressional
committee that there was any tampering. Mr. Cotter
would be unable to make such denial under oath. In an
exchange between the DCI and the DDP it was observed
that wMIe Mr. Cotter’s Ioyaltyto CIA could be assumed,

—Continued :g.page 11
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